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Protecting the environment is of fundamental importance to management and staff at                

Surfcoast Constructions VIC.                        

Surfcoast Constructions VIC shall minimise our impact on the environment through sound 

environmental management and practices that reflects the requirements of the international standard 

AS/NZS ISO 14001, as required. 

Our goal is to encourage our employees, customers, and other stakeholders to share our belief and 

practices, where practicable.  

To support this common goal, we will: 

 Comply with applicable local, state, and federal environmental regulations. 

 Measure and improve the environmental performance of our practices and processes. 

 Cultivate and maintain an ecological balance in our workplaces, surrounding communities and 

ecosystems. 

 Use natural resources, including raw materials, energy, and water, as efficiently as possible.                                     

We shall work to achieve these commitments by: 

 Providing environmental awareness training of our employees and where appropriate establishing 

specific personnel to manage and supervise our initiatives. 

 Evaluating products and processes from the point of view of risk of contamination, committing 

ourselves to finding ever better alternatives based on preventing pollution in the first place. 

 Considering the risks of our raw materials and products at all stages of our productive process, 

placing priority on risks detected and reducing such risk through procedures and accident control 

equipment such as spill kits. 

 Working collaboratively with our customers, suppliers, and the surrounding community where 

applicable, on environmental issues and environmental impact. 

Surfcoast Constructions VIC will make every effort to ensure that our “duty” to reduce our 

impact on the environment is an integral part of performance program, and is actively practiced by 

all stakeholders (where practicable).  

To this end, we shall set objectives and targets and shall review them, in order to improve our 

environmental performance and will regularly assess the environmental impacts of our operations. 
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Managing Director      
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